EXCLUSIVE HIRE EVENT FAQs
What is the capacity for a private function?
We book corporate events at 200 pax, however we can accommodate up to 250 pax (additional venue hire fees apply).
Where is The Island located Monday – Friday for corporate events?
The Island is moored at either Farm Cove (in front of Lady Macquarie’s chair) or Athol Bay (outside Taronga zoo). It
can be moored in other desired locations depending on weather.
Water Taxi/Pick up
We have 1 x 48 seat water taxi available for use for the duration of the event. Transfers from Man O War steps for
events Mon-Fri close to the CBD and allows for a short transfer time 5mins (Farm Cove) and 10mins (Athol bay). If
you require a pick up from another location this can be explored but not guaranteed.
Do you have drink packages?
We operate a fixed minimum bar spend; you simply pay beverage consumption.
Can you use your own caterer?
We have several preferred suppliers that are familiar with the venue. External caterers will be considered at our
discretion.
Can you bring on decorations/lighting/equipment?
The Island is distinctly fresh and modern. Our nautical theme (blue and white) works to compliment the natural beauty
of Sydney Harbour so minimal decoration is required. However, we are always open to different themes to suit the
nature of your event.
DJ/Equipment/AV
DJ hire is additional to your event. We have access to Sydney’s best DJ’s and can book them accordingly to meet
your requirements. Alternatively you are welcome to source your own DJ. We have 2 x Pioneer CDJ 1000’s and a
Pioneer DJM 900 mixer. We also have a wireless mic for presentations and any additional AV requirements can be
explored.
Bump In/Bump Out
Bumping in decorations/equipment is slightly challenging as we are on the water, please bear this in mind when
planning an event. We have another boat in addition to the water taxi, which can be used for the bump in/out of
equipment for an additional charge. The event we have on before your own, will determine when you can have access
to the venue to start set up. All decorations/equipment must be bumped out the night of the event.
Deposits
50% deposit is required to secure your booking.
To experience the finest in Sydney Harbour luxury please contact:
bookings@theislandsydney | 0424 189 123

